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I am concerned regarding the following matters, and the policies and rules relating to them.

1. Burning of crop stubble is a management tool used by some farmers as a quick and cheap land preparation but results in late summer and autumn pollution, loss of organic returns to soil, and extreme pressure on the Volunteer Rural Fire Brigades.

2. Removal of tree and hedge trimmings and disposal by fire also results in high carbon emission. Provision of advice, information, and recommendations to reduce the burning of green, unseasoned, and toxic waste would considerably reduce this polluting practice.

3. While the objectives seem laudable, the inflexible rules and limited choices in home heating provide policies that are black and white and easy to enforce, but for people financially stretched or unsure of power supply in extreme conditions, very tough and unfair. There also needs to be provision of information, advice, and ultimately restrictions of the sale of not unseasoned wood (not the enormous pile on John's Road that will be soaked when sold), and assessment of the improved outcome in existing home heating co
ditioner, type, and quality. Effects of burning emissions whether the NES, ECAN or ORC approved heating appliance or not. Materials and management are often more important than models. There should be proper evaluation of this and future adjustments allowed for in the policy, so different and new innovations are considered. Heat pumps use up NZ's surplus power and may be fine. Further north, but just don't cut the mustard in a southpolar scrap!
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Submission on the Environment Canterbury Review

Democracy is recognised and upheld as a right in Western democracies and therefore should be restored to Canterbury. At the very least, this decision regarding the Goodwin of Ecan must be decided democratically, at a local level, not by an undemocratic process. The use of a disaster to fast-track change that serves few and affects many is a common unfair and disturbing trend.
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